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I Started my company back in 1999

Who is Jim Boykin

'Cos SEO is my religion and my law

Won't ever change, may think it's strange

You can't kill SEO, it's here to stay.
Jim Boykin
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CEO and Founder of Internet Marketing Ninjas 
Between 40-45 employees for the past 6 years
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Breakdown of the Ninja Team – 8.92 years average

Services Staff  - 30
14 Content Marketing - 6 Brand Assets/Social 

4 Analyst   - 4 Content Editors - 2 Reputation

Support Staff - 12
5 Programmers/IT   - 3 Client Services

2 Bookkeeping/Accounts  - 1 Designer - 1 Sales
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Search Engine Optimization (SEO) 

means working towards ranking higher in 

the Search Engine Result Pages (SERP’s)
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Your site can have the most amazing content
in the world, and the most amazing 
user experience compared to all your competitors….
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But without good backlinks, your chances of 

rankings in Google is pretty darn slim.
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https://sparktoro.com/blog/resources/google-ranking-factors-2019/
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Top 4 Rankings Factors Center around:
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Top 4 Rankings Factors Center around: 
1.   Links – Quality, expertise, authority, anchor text
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Top 4 Rankings Factors Center around:
2.  Content – keywords, relevance, accuracy, trust
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Top 4 Rankings Factors Center around 
3.  User experience – query relevant, pogo sticking, mobile friendly
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Top 4 Rankings Factors Center around 
3.  User experience – query relevant, pogo sticking, mobile friendly
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Top 4 Rankings Factors Center around 
4. Technical – mobile, load speed, etc
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Links are often the biggest Key to Rankings
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These days

I’m amazed at 
2 things. 
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Those who 
ignore Link 

Building 
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And I’m amazed 
that those who 
buy/sell links from 
a database. 
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First was Link Trading
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Bought Links on PageRank 7’s, 8’s, & 9’s

Until November 7, 2003
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Bought Links “under the radar” 
until November 13,th 2008
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November 13, 2008, 
I’m done 

buying links. 
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But I’m not 
alone in being 
busted in my 
past for 
buying links. 
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https://www.seroundtable.com/archives/019409.html
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“We are not a 100% sure yet, nor do we have any 

statement from Google on this, but it appears that 

Google hired a marketing company to run a 

campaign to promote their browser, Google 

Chrome. One of the marketing company's, Danny 

Sullivan thinks it is [edited], paid bloggers with a 

$40 Amazon gift certificate to write sponsored posts 

on Google Chrome.”   Barry Schwartz
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https://www.seroundtable.com/google-caught-buying-links-again-25242.html
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On the Flip Side, 

Google can, and has,
also gone after Link Sellers. 
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Penguin #1  - April 24, 2012

Penguin #2 – May 25, 2012

Penguin #3 – Oct 5th, 2012

Penguin 2.0 – May 22, 2013

Penguin 2.1 – October 4, 2013

Penguin 3.0 – October 17, 2014

Penguin Everflux Dec 10, 2014

Penguin 4.0, Phase 1 — September 27, 2016 

Penguin 4.0, Phase 2 — October 6, 2016 

Then came the Penguin 
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Early 2017 –

Penguin is now part of the 

Core Algo

Then came the Penguin 
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“Rather than affecting 

Rankings the whole site.”

https://webmasters.googleblog.com/2016/09/penguin-is-now-part-of-our-core.html
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From John Mueller

With regards to devaluing these low quality links instead of 

punishing you, in general we try to figure out what kind of 

spammy tactics are happening here and we say well, we’ll 

just try to ignore this part with regards to your website.
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So now Penguin is a part of the core ranking 

algorthm
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So now Penguin is a part of the core ranking 

algorthm

And it's "real-time" rather then regular refreshes
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So now Penguin is a part of the core ranking 

algorthm

And it's "real-time" rather then regular refreshes

No longer always a site-wide issue, now a page or 

maybe a folder issue
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Watching keyword rankings, on pages and 

folders is more important than ever now.
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We only want 

“White Hat” 

Link Building.
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And here’s the 

5 phrases 

we’re targeting.
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We need at least X # of Links Per Month.

And make sure the domains are at least X Domain Authority

And make sure they all come from pages about “X Topic”

And make sure that the anchor text is “Blue Widget” 

(or a mix of other commercial phrases)

And we need the links go to these commercial pages
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We’ve already got 

the “Low 

Hanging Fruit” 

Links.
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We submitted to lots of 

Directories, 

Article Syndication sites

Guest Blog Posts

Forum Links

Paid Blog Reviews

Hired Link Builders

Purchases some PBN
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We submitted to lots of 

Directories, 

Article Syndication sites

Guest Blog Posts

Forum Links

Paid Blog Reviews

Hired Link Builders

Purchases some PBN’s
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Get me to #1 

for this phrase 

or your fired!
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So everyone bought guest blog posts on guest blog posts 
sites, taken from an inventory of sites that sell guest blog 
posts.

But people buy it because to their boss, it looks relevant, 
and it’s on a relevant site…and the Domain Authority looks 
good. 
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1. How do you measure the links you have?

2. How do you get links that you don’t have to worry about?
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Measuring Links for a Disavow
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Warning!

This is an advanced feature and should only be used with 

caution. If used incorrectly, this feature can potentially harm 

your site’s performance in Google’s search results. We 

recommend that you disavow backlinks only if you believe 

you have a considerable number of spammy, artificial, or 

low-quality links pointing to your site, and if you are 

confident that the links are causing issues for you. In most 

cases, Google can assess which links to trust without 

additional guidance, so most normal or typical sites will not 

need to use this tool.
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Marie Haynes asked John Mueller:

Is there any way that looks so to say that we didn't get a manual 

action or they didn't get a manual action can those links hurt 

them algorithmically?

Because we feel like we're seeing some improvements in some sites 

you know after disavowing …”
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John Mueller responds with:

That can definitely be the case. So it's something where our 

algorithms when they look at it and they see oh there's a bunch of

really bad links here, then maybe they'll be a bit more cautious with 

regards to links in general from the website. So if you clean that up 

then the algorithms look at it and say oh there's kind of it's okay, it's 

not that bad.
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The problem is, people 

assume that they know 

how to measure a link.
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The problem is, people 

assume that they know 

how to measure a link.

Moz trust, ahrefs trust, 

Majestic trust, Toxic 

links…ugh!
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What do you use to find your backlinks?
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“89% of sites that ranked 7 years ago are not 

ranking today”- Marcus Tober (searchmetrics)

Behind the Analysis is our massive 7 year historical research cloud. I 

aggregated all the domains that used to have at least one ranking in the past on 

keywords with at least a search volume of 10. Then I checked how many of 

these domains still have at least 1 ranking.

Only 11% are left!

(from checking the top 30 results).
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Moz vs Majestic vs ahrefs

Domain Value and Page Value

Vs

REALITY
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Backlinks Compared to Keywords and Organic Value
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outsourceit2philippines.com

3403 Majestic Domain Backlinks 

38 Keywords rank in the top 100

$17 Monthly SEMRush Value
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#15 progardenbiz.com 

1658 majestic domain 

backlinks 

2010 worth $1566

2012 worth $87

Today worth $0 
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#8 Forum.Snitz.com/donations.asp 

4,595 domain backlinks
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#8 Forum.Snitz.com/donations.asp  - 4,595 domain backlinks 

SEMRush Value = $1 today 
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Guess who found this site in 2002?

The Pagerank/Trust hasn’t flowed from this site

Since December 2003
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#8 Forum.Snitz.com/donations.asp  - 4,595 domain backlinks – majestic

SEMRush Value = $1 

today 
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89% of sites that ranked 7 years ago are 

not ranking today - Marcus Tober
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I don’t believe in 

ANY tool for link 

measurements, 

nor anyone’s Page 

and Domain 

Authority Scores 

Nor anyone’s toxic or 

spam scores!
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I don’t believe in 

ANY tool for link 

measurements, 

nor anyone’s Page 

and Domain 

Authority Scores 

Nor anyone’s toxic 

or spam scores!
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4 Methods for getting

Trusted Links
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4 Methods for getting

Trusted Links
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4 Methods for getting

Trusted Links
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Broken Link Building

4 Methods for getting

Trusted Links
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Broken Link Building

Trust Bait Link Building

4 Methods for getting

Trusted Links
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Broken Link Building

Trust Bait Link Building

Competitor Link Building

4 Methods for getting

Trusted Links
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Broken Link Building

Trust Bait Link Building

Competitor Link Building

Brand Asset Link Building

4 Methods for getting

Trusted Links
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Broken Link Building
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URL that is a 404 error page -

http://www.TrustedOldWebsite.com/auto-history.html
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Hey Writer, write something like this

(We give them the link to the wayback 

machine URL)

…But make it better and cite more 

resources.
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Hey client, publish this educational paper on your website.
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Hi Professor Bob,

I was researching about Henry Ford and the Assembly line, and came 

across your excellent documtation – That was awesome!  I had no idea 

about the automotive impact on farms, prior to reading your articles. 

Hey, I thought that I’d point out that on one of your pages, you have a 

broken link.  On the bottom of http://l3d.cs.colorado.edu/systems/New-

Vista/automobile/

The words “Total Automobile History” seem to go to a broken page.

If you wanted to fix that link, I did find this other page on automobile 

history that you could point that broken link to. It’s at: 

http://www.yourwebsite.com/total-automobile-history.htm 

Have a great Friday Bob!

Jim Boykin
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Oh wow, not only is that 1 edu page linking to 

that broken page…

but oh…there’s 200 other websites linking to 

that broken page….WOW….
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Hi Professor Larry,

I was researching about Henry Ford and the Assembly line, and came across your 

excellent online pages on colorado.edu  – Thank you so much for providing such 

awesome information online!  I had no idea about many things, like the impact on 

farms, prior to reading your pages. 

Hey, I thought that I’d point out that on one of your pages, you have a broken link.  

On the bottom of http://harvard.edu/systems/New-Vista/automobile/

The words “Automobile History” seem to go to a broken page.

If you wanted to fix that link, I did find this other page on automobile history that 

you could point that broken link to. It’s at: http://www.yourwebsite.com/total-

automobile-history.htm 

Have a great Friday Bob!

Jim Boykin
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Hi Professor Moe,

I was researching about Henry Ford and the Assembly line, and came across your 

excellent online pages on colorado.edu  – Thank you so much for providing such 

awesome information online!  I had no idea about many things, like the impact on 

farms, prior to reading your pages. 

Hey, I thought that I’d point out that on one of your pages, you have a broken link.  

On the bottom of http://harvard.edu/systems/New-Vista/automobile/

The words “Automobile History” seem to go to a broken page.

If you wanted to fix that link, I did find this other page on automobile history that 

you could point that broken link to. It’s at: http://www.yourwebsite.com/total-

automobile-history.htm 

Have a great Friday Bob!

Jim Boykin
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Hi Professor Curley,

I was researching about Henry Ford and the Assembly line, and came across your 

excellent online pages on colorado.edu  – Thank you so much for providing such 

awesome information online!  I had no idea about many things, like the impact on 

farms, prior to reading your pages. 

Hey, I thought that I’d point out that on one of your pages, you have a broken link.  

On the bottom of http://harvard.edu/systems/New-Vista/automobile/

The words “Automobile History” seem to go to a broken page.

If you wanted to fix that link, I did find this other page on automobile history that 

you could point that broken link to. It’s at: http://www.yourwebsite.com/total-

automobile-history.htm 

Have a great Friday Bob!

Jim Boykin
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Trusted Link Building
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Client who does web design and 

programming. 

We created a page that was something like

“98 Resources to build your own website.”
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Grab top 1000 results

Check those pages to find the pages where there 

are 7 or more external link on those pages. 

Write to them and see if they’ll add your link to 

their page.
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Hey Tom,

I was doing some research on the history of the automobile, and I came across 

your page at http://www.trustedsite.com/great-resource-page.htm  

Your page was one of 2 great pages I found, the other page was at 

http://www.clientsite.com/automobile-history.htm   

I was surprised your page didn’t link to that page.

I think it would help your users if you were to link to that page under the 

section called “Great Resources from other websites”…it was a great help to 

me, and would probably highly help your visitors as well. 

Have a wonderful day,

Jim Boykin

Example Outreach email
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Competitor Link Harvesting 
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Identify 3-10 of your competitors

Download their backlinks (Moz, Majestic, ahrefs) 

In a sense, do a disavow, leave only the good links.

Group the links in categories…. Blogs, forums, 

news,  articles, resource pages, etc

Make a list of sites you feel that you can get on

Try first to get a link on a page that also links to the 

competitors (good co-citation) 

If you can’t get on the page, can you get on the site? 
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Create Brand Assets for Links
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Interactive 
Infographic
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5 months after release it receives over 1 million visitors to that page.
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And has 246 unique domains that link to that page now.
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Backlinks to Brand Assets – 1 clients results
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Backlinks to Brand Assets – 1 clients results
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Backlinks to Brand Assets – 1 clients results

Average is 41 links
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Here’s how it’s doing so far on the clients 

website

Tweets 476

Facebook Shares 4,900+

Pinterest Pins 262

This infographic so far has 68 unique domain 

backlinks, here are a few highlights:  
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Social Signals on Clients Website

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2019/08/31/xxxxx.html

• Received 2,000+ Facebook Shares - • Received 1,100+ Pinterest Pins 

http://www.buzzfeed.com/cathyngo/something

• Received 15,000+ Facebook Shares 

http://distractify.com/abby-s-marino/something/

• Received 4,500+ Pinterest Pins 

http://www.boredpanda.com/something/

• Received 16,000+ Facebook Shares - • Received 1,800+ Pinterst Pins
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This infographic was shared by the legendary actor and 

social media icon George Takei who has over 8.7 million 

loyal followers. The post was shared by 37,379 people.
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Here’s how it’s doing so far on the clients website

Tweets - 124

Facebook Shares  - 296

LinkedIn Shares   - 102

This infographic ended with a total of 61 unique domain 

backlinks, here are a few highlights:  
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This infographic ended with a total of 61 unique domain backlinks, 

here are a few highlights:

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2019/08/11/something.html

• Received 26 unique domain backlinks

http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/wonkblog/wp/2019/05/08/something/

Received 2,800+ Facebook Shares

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3074763/somethingy.html

• Received 14 unique domain backlinks

http://www.businessinsider.com/something.html

http://www.bizjournals.com/triangle/morning_call/2019/09/something.html

http://www.ny1.com/nyc/all-boroughs/news/2019/08/12/something

http://www.wdbj7.com/video/something/498494094
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This infographic was so popular it ended up on at 

least two live television broadcasts 

http://www.ny1.com/nyc/all-boroughs/news/2019/08/12/something

http://www.wdbj7.com/video/something/498494094
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Here’s how it’s doing so far on the clients 

website

Tweets  - 196

Facebook Shares  - 1,800+

LinkedIn Shares   - 20

Pinterest Pins  - 112

This infographic ended with a total of 55 unique 

domain backlinks, here are a few highlights:  
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This infographic so far has 55 unique domain backlinks, 

here are a few highlights:

Yahoo.com

https://www.yahoo.com/makers/something.html

Foxnews.com

http://www.foxnews.com/leisure/2019/08/17/something/

Lifehacker.com

http://afterhours.lifehacker.com/something-6642689

Foodandwine.com

http://www.foodandwine.com/fwx/drink/something

Gizmodo.co.uk

http://www.gizmodo.co.uk/2019/08/something/
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Main Methods of Marketing Brand Assets

• Advertising: Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Google

• Reddit, Mix, Other Submittal Sites

• Trusted Site Outreach Emails

• Journalist Outreach Emails
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Now go forth and create great content…

and then promote it to the right eyes! 

And Stay away from 
Spreadsheets – they can  be 
mapped.
idrinkblackcoffee@yahoo.com 


